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"F/N" Receives The Ultimate Accolade: 5 Checkers
December 26, 2008 by Frank Gaunon I Filed Under Frost/Nixon

By now enough has been written about the story --and the backstory-- of Frost/Nixon (and not least here at TNN) that I won’t take your time by telling
that tale yet again. Rather, I’ll cut right to the chase and try to answer the question: Is Ron Howard’s version of Frost/Nixon, which opened wide in cinemas
all across the country today, any good? And if the answer to that question is "yes," then just how good is it, and in exactly what ways?
I submit that the criterion for judging groat history is accuracy: How closely does the account being offered comport with all the available evidence and
documentation, and how extensive and objective is the research on which it is based?
And the criterion for judging great drama is truth: How honestly does the story being told reflect the human aspects and emotions of the characters, real or
invented, that are involved?
That is why, for example, Nixonland, works brilliantly as a polemic, while, read as history, it is pretty much bunk. And that is why, as drama, Frost/Nixon
rings true from the opemng credits to the final fade, and absolutely rivets its audience from beginning to end.
In the history department, Frost/Nixon’s cred is marginal. Aside from the scrupulous attention paid to capturing the look --and in many cases, recreating
even the most minor details-- of that stylistically benighted period from 1974 to 1977, its accuracy is mostly tangential. As part of their extensive pre-shoot
due diligence, director Howard and screenwriter Morgan met with many of those who had been in San Clemente during the Frost shoots --including yours
truly-- to discuss that experience. Most of their questions --after, of course, "What was Nixon really like?"-- had to do with nailing down specific details
ranging from whether RN preferred tea or coffee, to the color and the number of rings in the loose leaf binders in which we submitted material to him, to
whether or not Manolo’s blazer had a presidential seal on the breast pocket.
As its lopsided billing indicates, Frost/Nixon is told from the point of view of one of the two protagonists (or, as Mr. Morgan would have it, the two
antagonists). This Frostcentric version of the events is based on Sir David’s own contemporary account (1Gave Them The Sword, 1978) and the diary of
one of his researchers (subsequently published as The Conviction of RichardNixon, 2007).
Considering its sources, at the very best Frost/Nixon can only tell the one side of the story of what happened during those wrought weeks and overwrought
days in the spring of ’77.
But for every action on the part of Team Frost, there was an equal and opposite reaction from Team Nixon -- and I don’t think I’m being myopic, or
disrespecting Sir David, when I say that the Nixon side would be incomparably the more. important and interesting of the two. Perhaps someday someone
will write Nixon/Frost and the two can be played in tandem like the histories of Shakespeare (or, depending on your point of view and fi’ame of reference,
the farces of Alan Ayckbourn). "’
’
Apparently Sir David has expressed some concerns of his own about the accuracy of Frost/N~xon’s rendition of his side of the story. But one man can only
do so much, so I’ll have to leave that to him to sort out. But I can tell you that, as far as the Nixon side is concerned, this film belongs more in the Da Vinci
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Code than in the Apollo 13 column of Mr. Howard’s impressive oeuvre. That said, and while as history it’s no better than it needs to be, as a movie it’s hard
to imagine how it could be much better. It’s simply a terrific flick: provocative, suspenseful, thoughtful, entertaining, and accomplished. ¯
It was Peter Morgan’s insight as a playwright to recognize and heighten the inherent drama in that thirty-two year old televised encounter between Frost and
Nixon. On the stage in London and New York, directed by Michael Grandage and with Messrs. Sheen and Langella in the title roles, Frost/Nixon was an
unlikely, but well deserved, hit. (The national road tour of the Grandage production, starring Alan Cox and Stacy Keach, will be visiting Minneapolis,
Cleveland, and Boston during January)
It is Mr. Morgan’s skill as a screenwriter that he manages to retain all the tension of the small screen face offeven as his material ig opened both out and up
to fit the demands of the big screen,
The film Frost remains largely unchanged from the stage version. Superficial bordering on vapid, he fmds (or is forced to discover), just in time for the
denouement, hitherto unknown depths of toughness and gravitas. As a dramatic construct this is useful and probably inevitable. But it is also, at least based
on my own experience, only one side of the story.
I had the opportunity of meeting and getting to know David Frost in England in the mid-1960s while I was working for Randolph Churchill. I got to see
early on the side of him that has always been easy to underestimate -- perhaps because it has been less visible, and perhaps because there are so many so
eager to underestimate it. He is an extremely smart, canny, clever, ambitious, and indefatigable entrepreneur. To be sure, the somewhat smarmy gushing
showman is there and is real, but it is only, so to speak, the frosting.
The film Nixon is rather different from the stage version. As the story’s scope is widened and broadened, he inevitably becomes more of a consequential
figure, with the trappings that accompany power even in exile. The fact that he is being projected on a scale thirty feet high and seventy feet wide sends its
own signals in this regard.
Ron Howard was able to film in the Nixon Library’s replicated East Room, on the steps of the real Marine One, and at the Casa Pacifica itself (albeit a far
grander incarnation of that noble house than the one I remember from the days when the Nixons called it home).
If the film Nixon is more consequential and historical, he is decidedly less humorous, less witty and, for those available to be won over, less winning.
With a play, the theatrical experience is greater than the sum of its parts. Each audience brings with it a completely different set of vibes that immediately
impact the actors; and the play, as it unfolds, establishes a unique and intimate relationship with each member of that audience as they view it, literally and
figuratively, from their unique perspectives.
’ "’
But once the film is in the can, the audience members are primarily individual spectators sharing only a marginally communal experience as they sit
watching larger than life figures moving in two dimensions across a screen half as long as a city block.
The filmic RN still has a few solid laugh lines. The now famous fornication question remains sure-fire, although the circumstances that surrounded and
explained it (but make it far less funny) are omitted. Many of the most telling details --including B. rezhnev’s moving speech about his father and, most
importantly, the late night phone call that is as apocryphal as it is pivotal-- remain whole cloth manufactures of Mr. Morgan’s mind.
Indeed, now I know at first hand how that feels to be Morganized. The scene in which "Frank Gannon" discuss an aspect of the Frost biography with
"Richard Nixon" never happened.
While Nixonians can and should continue to examine the facts of the Nixon/Frost interviews as a part of RN’s historical life and legacy, we should also
recognize that, where Frost/Nixon is concemed, we’re dealing with drama. And, unlike Oliver Stone’s Nixon, which was a hatehet job tatted up as historical
psychodrama, Frost/Nixon is an honest attempt to understand and depict the personal and psychological dynamics of two men engaged in a highly dramatic
high stakes enterprise.
Whether or not Shakespeare made Richard III badder than he really was ---or even than he had to be-- is irrelevant to the power of the play. Similarly,
while the characters on each side of the F/N seesaw are dramatic creations based on real people, anY resemblance to those real-life counterparts is mostly -if not purely-- coincidental.
People in general, and popular history in particular, have accepted a version of Nixon and Watergate that is going to hold sway for at least another few
decades, until a new and truly independent generation of historians begin to consider RN, his life, and his presidency, anew. In this they will be aided,
ironically, by the administration’s unprecedented degree of record-keeping and the numbers of its records that were kept. But until then the conventional
wisdom will continue to prevail.
’ ........ ""~ ’
The media, of course, were obsessed and fascinated with Watergate; but polls showed that, for the Vast and still mostly silent majority of Americans, the
whole thing was seen --at least until near the end--- as a case of business as usual where politicians were involved.
The American people, in the period 1972-74, were ready to move on from Watergate ifRN had just accepted the blame as well as the responsibility, and
apologized in a way, and in a voice, that rang true. But instead of accepting the reality of the public’s perception and cutting his losses, RN determined to
prove the difficult, complex, nuanced --and, let’s face it, shifting-- case that he was innocent. In this way his convoluted defense ended up becoming, first,
a frustration, then an embarrassment, and, finally and equally damning, a bore.
The White House’s history of Watergate defense during those years --promising that this speech would be the final and definitive accounting, and that this
release of documents would at last answer every question, followed by barrages of new revelations and charges -- simply wore America down until a
majority were ready to see Nixon go just to be rid of him so everyone could move on: In’the end, when his defense options had narrowed and collapsed, and
his ability to mobilize congressional support and influence public opinion had evaporated, he decided to resign rather than subject the nation, and the world,
to the trauma and indignity of a President in the dock.
To that extent, the operative dramatic premise of Frost/Nixon -- that only one of them could emerge victorious from the contest of the interviews -doesn’t ring true. This notion is epitomized and apotheosized in the late night last minute phone call, and it is nothing less than the linchpin of Mr. Morgan’s
drmnaturgy.
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But, in fact, the Frost/Nixon interviews had the potential, and actually tumed out to be, a win/win situation forboth participants. Frost finally got Nixon to
say what most Americans had wanted to hear; and Nixon, at last, had said it. The impact of watching RN say that he understood what the country had
endured, and to express himself about it in straightforward and emotional terms, had a tremendous impact that only those who remember it can fully
understand and appreciate.
Indeed, in the end, it only took very little for RN to address and, effectively, cauterize Watergate. In purely objective terms, and in view of what the Nixon
critics had been demanding, what RN actually said to David Frost represented more of an emotional than a substantive advance over anything he had said
before.
Even as pathological a Nixonphobe as James Reston Jr. --the Frost researcher whose motivating principle was finally to drive the silver spike of
Watergate’s truth through Richard Nixon’s dark and evil heart-- ended up accepting the essentially unreconstructed formulations about honest mistakes,
innocent intentions, and refusals to grovel, in order to embrace the few minutes of emotional truth that RN finally chose to reveal. These days, Mr. Reston,
like Sir David, seems to be intent on turning Frost/Nixon into a cottage industry; and more power to them if they succeed.
That critical Watergate encounter, which is the centerpiece of the play and the film, was treated as news, processed as drama, and accepted as catharsis -several years overdue, but better late than never. Despite the stated terms of the film and the assertion of its printed postscript, the Frost interviews were the
first and major building block of what turned out to be RN’s second comeback, and his reemergence on the world stage as a wise man and an elder
statesman.
Frank Langella gives a serious and stirring account of RN. He wisely eschews imitation, much less impersonation. Aside from some of the obviously
applied physical characteristics, and the adoption of a recognizably husky vocal timbre, Mr. Langella’s Nixon is convincing not because it is derivative, but
because it is complete. In fact, quite unlike RN, whose locution was formal and whose diction was precise, this Nixon speaks casually and colloquially and
often even drops his "gs." Mr. Langella uses his brain (and undoubtedly his heart) to embody the balanced elements of confidence, formality, toughness,
shyness, insecurity, and vulnerability, and then renders them into a character that must move and compel even the people who knew RN, and have that high
standard of comparison. Of course, that’s what acting at this exalted level is all about.
And Ron Howard, much of whose work has been open and optimistic and straightforward, has turned out to be the ideal director for this complex,
essentially cerebral, and decidedly dark two finger exercise. He is above all a story teller, and he keeps his eye on Frost/Nixon’s clear, compelling, and
chronological story line. But while he knows how to keep the narrative moving forward, he also has the willingness --and the confidence~ to slow things
down and take the time it takes to let the story not just unfold but take root and sink in. This is brilliant directing -- inspired, authoritative, and
unobtrusive.
Hans Zimmer’s score deserves special mention. In its cool and coolly minimal way it is the perfect accompaniment to what is happening on screen. The
film’s only clinker is shared by director and composer, when some horrendous footage of Cambodian casualties is accompanied by music that is
uncharacteristic of the rest of the score, and manipulatively derivative (it sounds like they’re channeling Barber’s Adagio).
The cast is, typically of a Howard film, excellent and appropriate. That said, Kevin Bacon’s Jack Brennan would have been that much more effective, as
well as accurate at least to that extent, had he spoken Jack’s made up lines with Jack’s real variety of Boston accent. And the selection of the excellent and
accomplished Andy Milder to play the pivotal --if underwritten-- part of Frank Gannon was clearly a decision to cast for solid acting chops and on screen
charisma rather than simple physical resemblance; besides, I understand that Brad Pitt~was already committed to another project.
For some time I have been considering proposing a TNN rating system that awards Checkers instead of stars. And I’ll launch it here and now by awarding
the highest honor --Five Checkers-- to Ron Howard’s Frost/Nixon.

Comments
6 Responses to F/N Receives The Ultimate Accolade: 5 Checkers"
Andy Milder on December 26th, 2008 11:16 pm
Aaah, Frank. I certainly owe you a phone call. And I suggest~you watch "The Curious c~se’ofBenjamin’Buttoff,, as it was the project occupying Mr.
Pitt (it’s very good, too). ......... ’ .... ~": .... ’ ~
A well-thought out and unbiased review, I think. For those of you who don’t really know Frank, I should note I played him with the understated
elegance he deserved. Or at least he thinks he deserves. For those of you who do know him, I’m sorry there wasn’t more of him. I did do one
imitation of RN that was knocked out, probably because I played him too big. That’s what you get for putting a TV actor in a film.
Happy New Year Frank. Please let me know when you’re out here next...Betty and I would love to buy you dinner.
2. James Reston, Jr. on December 27th, 2008 7:45 am
This is a thoughtful and wise essay from your perspective. Someday we should ha~’e a Cup of offee and thrash things out....or; short of that, have our
seconds, Andy Milner and Sam Rockwell face off at rmdmght under a cottonwood tree.
3. Andy Milder on December 27th, 2008 6:23 pm
Mr. Reston, I speak to you now as a democrat, a liberal, and a former member of the ACLU (my wife, the republican, made me quit): It is Milder, not
Milner.
4. Dwight Chapin on December 31st, 2008 2:07 pm
Frank. Your review and explanation of events around the movie--the Frost Point of View--it all makes sense and, knowing you, is honest-accurate. I believe you should submit your piece to the Wall Street Joumal. I believe Paul Gigot would publish it~ Go for it./Dwight
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John Glotzer on January 2nd, 2009 8:19 am
I enjoyed this essay very much. I totally agree with the point you made about peopl~ embracing the popular spin on the events of that time - Nixon as
Dracula and his various adversaries as those who would wield the silver stake. It’s exactly the same situation with George Bush - the popular culture
starts out with the premise that the Republican president is incarnate evil and all other conclusions derive from that initial, fundamental one. Of
course the irony is that it’s the left that supposedly prides itself on its ability to hold "nuanced" views, when in fact the truth is 180 degrees apart from
that.
Mr. Reston, I think is the key to the film viewed from my perspective. As you and others have mentioned, he embodies that visceral Nixon hatred that
is anything but nuanced and had a profound influence, it seems to me, on the direction that the .Frost team took. Although I have my doubts that it was
intentional, the choice of dressing the Reston character in a corduroy suit works metaphorically for me as Reston’s pathological hatred looks as dated
as his sartorial accoutrements.
I think your conclusions are quite interesting and very much at variance with those of the movie. You seem to conclude that Nixon achieved his goals
as much as Frost did his, and that he was able to rehabilitate himself precisely as planned by means of the interview. The movie makes no such claim.
I would take your interpretation of events over those of Mr. Howard.
I think the Nixon/Bush comparisons are inevitable and not unintended. How little things have changed in the last 30 years. The left as Oedipus,
wanting to kill the grownup.
6. matt605 on January 3rd, 2009 5:26 pm
The fictional, late night phone call actually adds an important aspect to the history of the time. Taping systems apparently were used to keep track of
what was said by who and when. It wasn’t just a matter of keeping track of how many local projects were promised in exchange for a congressional
representative’s support. It was also necessary to record calls for, well, national security purposes. It isn’t inconceivable that any number of Presidents
could have told a foriegn country’s diplomat what he really thought, and then ompl,ete!y forgotten about the call. ~ , ~ ,
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Frost, Nixon and Me

How I discovered what is gained and lost when history is turned
into entertainment BY JAM£$ R£$TON JRo
NewYork
City hotel room filled with David
Frost’s cigar smoke, the British television personality put an intriguing
proposition to me: leave your leafy academic perch for a year and prepare me
for what could be a historic interrogation of Richard Nixon about Watergate.
N HAY 1976, IN A RATHER DIM

This would be the nation’s only chance for no holds
barred questioning of Nixon on the scandal that drove
~him to resign the presidency in ~974- Pardoned by his successor, Gerald Ford, Nixon could never be brought into
the dock. Frost had secured the exclusive rights to interview him. Thus the prosecution of Richard Nixon would
be left to a television interview by a foreigner.
86
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A movie based on the Frost-Nixon talks (top: in 1977) opened
last month. Sheen (left) and Langella starred in the 2006 play.
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I took the job.
The resulting Frost-iNVtxon interviews -one in particular--indeed proved historic. On May 4, I977, forty-flve million
Americans watched Frost elicit a sorrowful admission from Nixon about his
part in the scandal: "I let down my
friends," the ex-president conceded. "I
let down the country I let down our system of government, and the dreams of
all those young people that ought to get
into government but now think it too
corrupt .... I let the American people
down, and I have to carry that burden
with me the rest of my life."
If that interview made both political
and broadcast histo~ it was all but forgotten two years ago, when the Nixon
interviews were radically transformed
into a piece of entertainment, first as
the play Frost/Nixon, and now as a Hollywood film of the same title. For that
televised interview in 1977, four hours of
interrogation had been boiled down to
9o minutes. For the stage and screen,
this history has been compressed a great
deal more, into something resembling
comedic tragedy Having participated in
the original event as Frost’s Watergate
researcher, and having had a ringside
seat at its transformation, I’ve been
thinking a lot lately about what is gained
and what is lost when history is turned
into entertainment.
I HAD ACCEPTED Frost’s offer with
some reservations. Nixon was a skilled
lawyer who had denied Watergate
complicity for two years. He had
seethed in exile. For him, the Frost interviews were a chance to persuade the
American people that he had been done
an epic injustice--and to make upwards
of $i million for the privilege. And in
David Frost, who had no discernible political
soft-s,
have ~
his rel
Alt
cove~
cessio
of a jt
country wttu a reeling ot untlnlsl~ed
business. To hear Nixon admit to high
88
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crimes and misdemeanors could provide
a national catharsis, a closing of the
books on a depressing episode of American history
For all my reservations, I took on the
assignment with gusto. I had worked on
the first Watergate book to advocate
impeachment. I had taken a year off
from teaching creative writing at the
University of North Carolina to witness
the Ervin Committee hearings of 1973,
from which most Americans’ understanding of Watergate camE, because I
regarded the scandal as the greatest political drama of our time. My passion l~y
in my opposition to the Vietnam War,
which I felt Nixon had needlessly prolonged for six bloody years; in my sympathy for Vietnam War resisters, who
had been pilloried by the Nixonians; and
in my horror over Watergate itself. But
I was also driven by my desire for engagement and, I like to think, a novelist’s sense of the dramatic.
To master the canon of Watergate was
a daunting task, for the volumes of evidence from the Senate, the House and
various courts would fill a small closet.
Over many months I combed through
the archives, and I came across new evidence of Nixon’s collusion with his aide
Charles Colson in the coverup-evidence that I was certain would surprise Nixon and perhaps jar him out of
his studied defenses. But mastering the
record was only the beginning. There
had to be a strategy for compressing two
years of history into 9o minutes of television. To this end, I wrote a 96-page interrogation strategy memo for Frost.
In the broadcast, the interviewer’s
victory seemed quick, and Nixon’s
admission seemed to come seamlessly
In reali~ it was painfully extracted from
a slow, grinding process over two days.
At my suggestion, Frost posed his
questions with an assumption of guilt.
When Nixon was taken by surprise-- as
he clearly was by the new material--you
could almost see the wheels turning in
his head and almost hear him asking
himself what else his interrogator had
up his sleeve. At the climactic moment,
Frost, a natural performer, knew to
change his role from inquisitor to con-

In the broadcast,
his admission
seemed to
come seamlessly.
In reality,
it was painfully
extracted over
two days.

a narrative of my involvement with
Frost and Nixon, highlighting various
tensions in the Frost camp and
criticizing the interviewer for failing,
until the end, to apply himself to his
historic duty. Out of deference to
Frost, I hadn’t published it. My manuscript had lain forgotten in my files for
30 years. With scarcely a glance at it, I
fished it out and sent it to Morgan.
In the succeeding months I answered
his occasional inquiry without giving the
matter much thought. I sent Morgan
transcripts of the conversations between Nixon and Colson that I had
uncovered for Frost. About a year after
first hearing from Morgan, I learned
that the play was finished and would
premihre at the 25o-seat Donmar Warehouse Theatre in London with
Langella in the role of Nixon. Morgan
asked if I would be willing to come over
for a couple of days to talk to Langella
and the other actors. I said I’d love to.
On the flight to London I reread my
The author (right: with Nixon in 1977)
I977 manuscript and I read the play,
guided Frost’s questioning on Watergate.
which had been fashioned as a bout
between fading heavyweights, each of
fessor, to back off and allow Nixon’s whose careers were on the wane, each
contrition to pour out.
trying to use the other for resurrection.
In Aristotelian tragedy, the protago- The concept was theatrically brilliant,
nist’s suffering must have a larger mean- I thought, as well as entirely accurate.
ing, and the result of it must be enlight- A major strand was the rising frustraenment. Nixon’s performance fell short tion of a character called Jim Reston at
of that classical standard--he had been the slackness of a globe-trotting gadfly
forced into his admission, and after he called David Frost. Into this Reston
delivered it, he quickly reverted to blam- character was poured all the anger of
ing others for his transgressions. (His re- the American people over Watergate; it
version to character was cut from the was he who would prod the Frost charfinal broadcast.) With no lasting acter to be unrelenting in seeking the
epiphany; Nixon would remain a sad, conviction of Richard Nixon. The play
less-than-tragic, ambiguous figure.
was a slick piece of work, full of laughs
and clever touches.
FOR ME, THE TRANSITION from hisFor the play’s first reading we sat
tory to theater began with a letter from round a simple table at the Old Vic, ten
Peter Morgan, the acclaimed British actors (including three Americans),
screenwriter (The 9,~,een), announcing his Morgan, me and the director, Michael
intention to write a play about the Frost- Grandage. "Now we’re going to go
Nixon interviews. Since I loved the the- around the table, and everyone is going
ater (and have written plays myself), I to tell me, ’What was Watergate?’"
was happy to help in what seemed then Grandage began. A look of terror
a precious little enterprise.
crossed the actors’ faces, and it fell to me
At lunches in London and Washing- to explain what Watergate was and why
ton, I spilled out my memories. And it mattered.
then I remembered that I had written
The play, in two acts, was full of marJANUARY 2009 SHITHSONIAN
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velous moments. Nixon had been humanized just enough, a delicate balance.
To my amusement, Jim Reston was
played by a handsome 6 -foot-z triathlete
and Shakespearean actor named Elliot
Cowan. The play’s climax--the breaking of Nixon--had been reduced to
about seven minutes and used only a few
sentences from my Colson material.
When the reading was over, Morgan
turned to Grandage. "We can’t do this in
two acts," he said. The emotional capital
built up in Act I would be squandered
when theatergoers repairedlto the lobby
for refreshments and cellphone call~ at
intermission. Grandage agreed.
I knew not to argue with the playwright in front of the actors. But when
Morgan and I retreated to a restaurant
for lunch, I insisted that the breaking
of Nixon happened too quickly There
was no grinding down; his admission
was not "earned." I pleaded for the inquisition to be protracted, lengthened,
with more of the devastating Colson
material put back in.
Morgan resisted. This was theater,
not history He was the dramatist; he
knew what he was doing. He was focused on cutting, not adding, lines.
Back at the theater, after a second
reading, Langella took up my argument
on his own. Nixon’s quick collapse did
not feel "emotionally right" to him, he
said. He needed more lines. He needed to suffer more. Grandage listened
for a while, but the actor’s job was not
to question the text, but to make the
playwright’s words work. The play
would stay as written.
It opened in London on August zo,
2oo6, to terrific reviews. The critics
raved about Langella’s performance as
Nixon, as well as Michael Sheen’s as
David Frost. (I tried not to take it personally when the InternationalHerald
Tribune critic, Matt Wolf, wrote,
"Frost/Nixon provide[s] a snarky guide
to [the] proceedings in the form of E1liot Cowan’s bespectacled James Reston,Jr.") No one seemed to care about
what was historically accurate and
what had been made up. No one
seemed to find Nixon’s breaking down
and subsequent contrition unsatisfy90
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I knew not to
argue with the
playwright in
front of the
actors. But in
private I pied for
the inquisition to
be protracted.

The Conviction of Richard Nixon. A few
days later, I heard from Morgan. Brantley’s emphasis on the play’s factual alterations was not helpful, he said.
Morgan and I had long disagreed on
this issue of artistic license. I regarded
it as a legitimate point between two people coming from different value systems.
Beyond their historical worth, the 1977
Nixon interviews had been searing psychodrama, made all the more so by the
uncertainty over their outcome--and
the ambiguity that fingered. I did not
think they needed much improving. If
they were to be compressed, I thought
they should reflect an accurate essence.
Morgan’s attention was on capturing
and keeping his audience. Every line
needed to connect to the next, with no
lulls or droops in deference to dilatory
historical detail. Rearranging facts or
fines or chronology was, in his view, well
within the playwright’s mandate. In his
research for the pla)~ different participants had given different, Rash6mon-like
The film Frost/Nixon (Langella and Sheen versions of the same event.
reprising their roles) obeys cinematic laws¯
"Having met most of the participants
and interviewed them at length," Moring. Not even me. Langella had made it gan wrote in the London program for
work, brilliantly.., not through more the pla)~ "I’m satisfied no one will ever
words, but with shifting eyes, awkward agree on a single, ’true’ version of what
pauses and strange, uncomfortable body
happened in the Frost/Nixon interlanguage, suggesting a squirming, guilty views-- thirty years on we are left with
man. Less had become more as a great many truths or many fictions depending
actor was forced back on the essential on your point of view. As an author, pertools of his art.
haps inevitably that appeals to me, to
Langella had not impersonated think of history as a creation, or several
Nixon, but had become a totally original creations, and in the spirit of it all I
character, inspired by Nixon perhaps, have, on occasion, been unable to resist
but different from him. Accuracy--at using my imagination."
least within the walls of theater-- did
In a New York Times article published
not seem to matter. Langella’s this past November, Morgan was unperformance evoked, in Aristotelian abashed about distorting facts. "Whose
terms, both pity and fear. No uncertain- facts?" he told the Times reporter. Hearty fingered about the hero’s (or the audi- ing different versions of the same
ence’s) epiphany
events, he said, had taught him "what a
complete farce history is."
IN APRIL 2007 the play moved to
I emphatically disagreed. No legitiBroadway Again the critics raved. But mate historian can accept history as a credeep in his admiring review, the New ation in which fact and fiction are equals.
York Times’ Ben Brantley noted, "Mr. Years later participants in historical
M~organ has blithely rejiggered and re- events may not agree on "a single, ’true’
arranged facts and chronology" and re- version of what happened," but it’s the
ferred readers to my i977 manuscript, historian’s responsibility to sort out who
which had just been published, at last, as
is telling the truth and who is covering up
JANUARY 2009 SHITHSONIAN
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or merely forgetful: As far as I was concerned, there was one true account of
the Frost/Nixon interviews--my own.
The dramatist’s role is different, I concede, but in historical plays, the author
is on the firmest ground when he does
not change known facts but goes beyond them to speculate on the emotional makeup of the historical players.
But this was not my play I was merely a resource; my role was narrow and
peripheral. Frost/Nixon--both the play
and the movie--transcends history.
Perhaps it is not even history at all: in
Hollywood, the prevailing view is that
a "history lesson" is the kiss of
commercial death. In reaching for an
international audience, one that includes millions unversed in recent
American history, Morgan and Ron
Howard, the film’s director, make the
history virtually irrelevant.
In the end it is not about Nixon or
Watergate at all. It’s about human behavior, and it rises upon such transcendent themes as guilt and innocence, resistance and enlightenment,
confession and redemption. These are
themes that straight history can rarely
crystallize. In the presence of the playwright’s achievement, the historian-or a participant--can only stand in the
wings and applaud.
O
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Geoff Shepard
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To:
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Geoff Shepard
Monday, February 02, 2009 10:23 AM
’Bob Zelnick (bzelnick@bu.edu)’
Frost/Nixon Commentary
Movie Review.doc

Contacts:

Bob Zelnick

Bob-I thought you might be interested in my essay about the Frost/Nixon movie. (I was a lawyer on Nixon’s WH staff for five
years, including being Fred Buzhardt’s principal deputy during the Watergate defense). The essay was posted this past
Friday on Big Hollywood (httl~://biRhollywood.breitbrat.com) and garnered over sixty comments.
Only after I had written it did Frank Gannon bring to my attention your 2007 article in the Weekly Standard. While you
were addressing the London play, it is not surprising that our comments were quite similar--since I used David Frost’s
book (including your own excellent contributions) as my primary source for rebuttal of the movie.
I did not see the play, but have reviewed the manuscript. Since I helped transcribe the WH tapes in 1974 (I’m the
expletive delete!), Ken Khachigian and Frank Gannon had asked for help in the play’s use of the June 20th Nixon/Colson
tape. I had to wait to see the actual movie, but I was all ready to point out that Ron Howard had substituted more
dramatic language from much later conversations (as Peter Morgan had done in the play). As you certainly appreciate,
the movie version drops the substance of the taped conversation almost completely, so this did not figure in my essay.
That said, I have several substantive observations about Reston’s 2007 book (The Conviction of Richard Nixon), which
contributed so much to the background of both the play and the movie:
¯

I very much doubt Reston ’discovered’ transcripts of the Colson conversations in the Court records, as claimed-especially three years following the actual trial. Just for the fun of it, I reviewed the entire court record (now at
National Archives) to see if I could ’duplicate’ Reston’s discovery--to no avail.
As any lawyer knows, exhibits are only marked as such upon admission as evidence--and court records simply
do not contain random papers. Reston admits he met with WSPF prosecutors Richard Ben-Veniste and George
Frampton on that same trip, who provided advice and counsel about the case--and I believe it is far more likely
that they slipped him copies of these transcripts with the understanding that he would protect their highly
improper action. It is of no great moment today, since these WSPF transcripts are now readily available from
National Archives.
What is interesting, however, is that the WSPF transcripts--read in total--differ rather markedly from the
impression created by the excerpts that Reston reproduces in his Appendix. In my view (biased, I happily admit),
the full transcripts show that neither Nixon nor Colson had any real grasp of what had actually happened leading
up to the burglary or how it had come about. By and large, they were two guys shooting the shit about what
they had heard from others or were reading in the newspaper. But it goes further than Reston’s editing out
exculpatory segments--in their January 8th conversation, he deliberately omits key phrases in Nixon’s pondering
of what the burglars could possibly have been thinking. (Reston’s omissions are underlined and italicized):
President: But you know, Chuck, it’s something they all undertook knowing the risks, right?
Whotto they think?
Colson:

(unintelligible)

President:

Did they think they’d get caught?

Colson:

No, I don’t think that at all. I think they thouqht that, uh--well, practically, uh--

President:

The Democrats would drop it after the election? No?

Colson:

I think they figured that, that these guys were all guys who [were], uh, CIA...

President:

Yeah

Colson:
¯..and they were taking orders from people like (unintelligible) acting on behalf of John
Mitchell and others... (unintelliqible)
President:

Mitchell would take care of them. (Unintelliqible) How could he?

Colson:

Yeah.

President:

No way.

Colson:
That’s, that’s what they were--Hunt’s lawyer, he said he thought he, Hunt, objected to
it violently. He said Liddy is kind of dumb. He said he didn’t want any part of it.
I submit that it is hard to maintain that this exchange does not suggest that Nixon was quite puzzeled about the
people involved--and would have opined that a cover-up could not work--which is also the basis for his later
allusion to Alger Hiss.
What may be of equal interest is my own view with regard to Frost’s use of Reston’s ’discovery’ in the
Watergate segment of the interview. There is no question that Frost’s use of that transcript surprised Nixon-but I believe it was more from Frost’s presentation than Nixon’s ignorance of those conversations--or that they
were so damning. Nixon certainly knew about WSPF’s interest in those conversations: They had, after all, been
included in their subpoena for sixty-four additional conversations. Further, I am certain that all subpoenaed
conversations were transcribed--between the July 24th Supreme Court decision upholding Sirica’s subpoena and
the August 5th date they were turned over to Sirica--since I am the one who prepared transcriptions during that
period of any tapes not previously transcribed (which also is when ’we’ came across the conversation of June
23rd that I first termed ’the smoking gun’).
While relatively certain you will disagree with my analysis, I recently detailed my version of what happened during the
unfolding of the Watergate scandal in a book published last year by Penguin Sentinel. Entitled, The Secret Plot to Make
Ted Kennedy President, Inside the Real WaterRate Conspiracy, I make the case that the cover-up had been broken by
career prosecutors well before any Special Prosecutor was appointed--but that Kennedy Democrats wrestled control of
the case, dismissed the career prosecutors (who had promised comprehensive indictments within two months), and
delayed indictments for eight months, while they launched a whole series of new investigations designed to ruin the
Nixon Presidency, as well as potential GOP candidates in the 1976 election.
What I find fascinating are the implications of my assertion that Dean--who was at risk of prosecution from his two
meetings in Attorney General Mitchell’s office--not only did not disclose this to his White House superiors, but cast his
lot with others at CREP who were equally at risk of prosecution. By his own admission, he was ’chief desk officer’ for the
cover-up--and the first to jump ship when it came undone: not only seeking a deal with career prosecutors by ratting
out his former colleagues, but by retaining a Kennedy intimate as his criminal defense counsel. Even then, when his
story ’changed dramatically’ a month after beginning his series of meetings with career prosecutors, WSPF attorney kept
this exculpatory evidence from defense counsel.

Recall that Mitchell resigned as head of CREP within two weeks of the break-in. While we all had the impression it was
because of Martha’s alcoholism, it is now clear that it was a precautionary move by Nixon, Haldeman and Ehrlichman
(who--virtually everyone agrees--had no prior knowledge of the planned break-in). Similarly, John Dean would have
been cashiered immediately if they had known of his own risk of prosecution. Instead, in what must be one of the most
unfortunate decisions in political history, he was placed in charge of protecting the White House during the
investigation. At what point--I ask rhetorically--do you realize that your own lawyer has been double-dealing? It is no
wonder he could testify so convincingly against Haldeman and Ehrlichman: he is the one who sucked them into his
cover-up.
Think about it.
All the best, Geoff Shepard
PS: In the near term, I’m going to do a piece on the implications that Mark Felt’s identity as Deep Throat have for "All
the President’s Men"--and its concept of investigative reporting. In the longer term, I have another book underway
documenting the judicial and prosecutorial misconduct in connection with the Cover-up trial.
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Give Them a Sword
Sir David meets King Richard in the Interview of the Century.
by Robert Zelnick
05/21/2007, Volume 012, Issue 34
With Frost/Nixon, Peter Morgan confirms his place as the multi-media master of a strange but engaging
genre of fiction. The writer behind such award-season heavyweights as The Queen and The Last King of
Scotland--both of which garnered dual Oscar and Golden Globe wins for their respective leading actors-Morgan now tries his hand at a piece of Americana: the Richard Nixon-David Frost interviews of 1977.
The play, which opened on Broadway late last month, is a compelling bit of theater. As a work of
historical fiction, however, it shows too little allegiance to the facts that inspired it.
Morgan approaches the sessions as a kind of boxing match between two unequal opponents. In one
comer, the disgraced though heavily favored former president, buttressed by his chief of staff Col. Jack
Brennan and his agent "Swifty" Lazar. In the other comer, British talk-show host David Frost, depicted
here as something of a dandy, and his team of researchers. Morgan uses Frost researcher James Reston
(Stephen Kunken) and Brerman (Corey Johnson) as narrators, setting the scenes and underlining with
commentary the points he wishes to make.
Frost’s character is played by Michael Sheen, who has twice done Tony Blair in highly praised
interpretations of Morgan’s work. Here the collaboration has Frost anguishing over his cancelled
American and Australian weekly gigs, and the resulting snub by Sardi’s--long a hangout of Broadway
celebrities--depriving him of his favorite table. Morgan’s Frost is a cheeky playboy, all style and no
substance, whose interest in the interviews stems more from ego than intellect.
In contrast, Morgan’s Nixon, brought to life by the fine actor Frank Langella, is a lumbering caricature
of a man bent and constricted by the weight of personal tragedy. His shoulders sink toward the stage, his
"victory" wave is stiff and exaggerated. Under pressure from Frost, the face of Langella’s Nixon freezes
in an eerie smile, then dissolves into soft clay while a film of saliva glistens on his lower lip. His
tortured mien--captured on a wall of TV screens--is a study in humiliation.
So thoroughly does Langella capture the internal life of Richard Nixon that I found myself recalling one
point in the original interviews when a damning series of Frost citations of White House transcripts
made Nixon’s eyelids flutter like the wings of a moth shot through with electric current. Langella does
not mimic this Nixon; the physical resemblance between the two is not striking. Instead, Langella finds
the essence of the Nixon character and pours it into a physical form which one accepts as Richard
Nixon. Even with the final curtain barely down, I had some trouble distinguishing which of my most
memorable images of Nixon were those from our sessions 30 years ago versus the creature created by
Langella.
In both the real-life interviews and on stage, Frost struggled in his early bouts with Nixon, losing points
to long-winded answers and maudlin recollections. But when it came time for Watergate, the underdog
came out swinging, piling up points against a Richard Nixon who became more combative and less
credible with each blow struck. Did he not join a conspiracy to obstruct justice by ordering aides to
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approach the CIA about pulling the FBI off the case? No, says Nixon, misstating the law--not if his
motive was to keep other embarrassing activities from coming to light, . , . .....
In the 1977 interviews, Frost pounded this theme for a few minutes and then mobed on to other areas of
presidential culpability, including the payment of money designed to buy the silence of the Watergate
defendants. But in Peter Morgan’s re-creation of the confrontation, Nixon offers an additional argument.
Nixon: When you’re in office, you have to do a lot of things that are not, in the strictest
sense of the law, legal. But you do them because they’re in the greater interests of the
nation.
Frost:... Are you really saying that there are certain situations where the president can
decide whether it’s in the best interests of the nation and do something illegal?
Nixon: I’m saying that when the president does it, that means it’s not illegal.
That response draws a sharp, prolonged laugh from audiences at the Bernard B. Jacobs Theatre on West
45th Street. But in fact, Nixon’s assertion of inherent presidential power came not in response to
questions about Watergate but three sessions later, when the two were discussing the so-called "second
story jobs" briefly authorized by Nixon as part of the Houston Plan to combat attacks on police, banks,
campus ROTC facilities, and other targets by groups embracing political violence. Morgan apparently
concluded that, transferring Nixon’s claim from an area where there was some historical precedent to an
area where there was none, would better establish the character ot~the man he was describing and the
underlying political issues as well.
Between sessions, the Frost staff is shown strategizing, bickering, prodding their man to play it hard, not
to get pushed around. The Nixon staff--Ken Khachigian, Frank Gannon, and Diane Sawyer (yes, that
Diane Sawyer)--is mentioned by name but never shown. That is unfortunate because they, along with
speechwriter Ray Price, played a critical role in persuading Nixon that, in order to begin the long climb
toward his coveted elder statesman status, he would have to acknowledge his role in the Watergate
coverup and apologize to the American people. Morgan not only ignores this community of interest
between the two camps but also distorts Jack Brennan’s role at a critical moment of the proceedings.
It came as Frost had taken a defensive, nit-picking Nixon and, with skillful questioning, brought him
close to accepting responsibility fortheWatergate disaster:i"I gave them a sword," Nixon
acknowledged, "and they stuck it in, and they twisted it with relish, and if I had been in their position I’d
have done the same thing." But as Frost remained aggressive, Nixon once more became nit-picky .and
uncooperative.
Now Morgan has Brennan burst onto the interview set, forcing the startled Frost to take an unscheduled
break to "change tape" and allowing Nixon time to confer with Brerman and other aides. The help,
however, comes too late. Nixon, according to the narrator, was already like the bull who had "lost the
fight, and by implication, the will to live.~’ Within moments~he:would ackno.wledgehis participation in
the Watergate coverup, and apologize to the American people for having let the country down. The
event was stamped on Nixon’s face, "swollen and ravaged by loneliness, self-loathing, and defeat--filling
every television screen in the country."
The truth is that Brennan never burst onto the set to stop the interrogation. Instead, he began waving an
improvised little placard in Frost’s line of vision reading LET HIM TALK. Mistaking the words as LET
US TALK Frost called a short halt to the proceedings.
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The delay, occasioned by Brennan’s effort to get Frost to back off,:allow~ng Nlxon tiM~’to’~Complete his
apologia, wound up working because it gave the Nixon stafftime toimplore Nixon to go further than he
had and for Brennan to urge Frost to be empathetic. The result was one of the most gripping moments in
the history of television news, as Nixon finally conceded that he had participated in the coverup and had
offered statements from the White House that were, at times, not true.
Yes, said Nixon, "I let the American people down. And I’ll have to carry that burden the rest of my life."
The pain was stamped on Nixon’s face, as Morgan’s narrator describes. But the Nixon staffhad
intervened to help make it happen rather than to block Frost’s effort for a full accounting.
Morgan tampers with dates and facts for what appear to be marginal returns. Early in our research, some
eight months prior to the interviews, my colleague Jim Reston discovered three previously secret tape
transcripts, including a June 20, 1972 meeting between Nixon and his White House political aide,
Charles Colson, in which the president describes Howard Hunt and his Cuban Watergate colleagues as
"pretty hard-line guys" and says the plan should be "to leave this where it is, with the Cubans"--adding,
"At times, I just stonewall it."
A reasonable interpretation of the tape is that it shows Nixon bestowing his blessing on the coverup
three days prior to the "smoking gun" conversation with H.R. Haldeman, in which he seeks to have the
CIA block the FBI probe. But it most emphatically does not do what Morgan has Frost claim in the
fictional play: "You have always maintained that you first learned of the break-in on June the 23rd. This
tape clearly shows that to be a falsehood," In fact, Nixon always acknowledged learning of the break-in
within hours of its June 17 occurrence while returning with Haldeman from a visit to Key Biscayne.
That claim was undisturbed by the new evidence and remains unchallengedto this day.
Further adding to the confusion, in Morgan’s fictionalized version of events, the playwright has Reston
discovering the new transcripts over Easter, just days before the "last" session on Watergate is scheduled
to tape. (In reality, three additional sessions followed the Watergate sessions.) Hovering on the brink of
failure, with no relief in sight, Frost is saved by the material, and at the end of the show seems less like a
man who rose to meet a challenge than a guy who caught a lucky break.
Having worked with David Frost on the initial interviews~ plus.two mildly profitable writing ventures
over the years, my (perhaps biased) view is that heis easily underestimated,-and was certainly
underestimated by Richard Nixon. Yes, he could be more selective in his choice of interview subjects;
and yes, I was disappointed when, after his long-running Sunday morning interview program was
dropped by the BBC, he jumped lovingly into the waiting arms of A1 Jazeer~. But I have also found him
to be well-informed, a voracious reader, a fine writer and editor with a bear-trap memory of past events
and conversations. And though charm may have been his weapon of choice in 1977, he was already a
skilled interviewer who understood the give-and.-take of probing dialogue. Over the years he would
report first-hand on mass murder in Bangladesh, starvation in Africa, .and the co_nflict between Jews and
The confession from Nixon--this moment of truth amidst so much subterfuge--was hard fought and hard
won. To write Frost out of it is to rewrite history.
Still, Morgan puts the two characters on stunning display, and at times his. inventions do elevate not only
the drama, but also our understanding of both men. One particularly ingenious creation is a scene where
a mildly intoxicated Nixon telephones Frost on the night before~their fateful Watergate encounter to
lament the inability of either man, despite lives of accomplishment, to Win the respect ~of !,them."
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And who are "they"? "The smart-asses at college. The high-ups. The well-bom," says Nixon. Now they
are both down, both seeking the limelight again, brothers under the skin. But, as Frost chirps in,
participants in a game only one can win. For the Frost presented by Morgan, the solution to all the
world’s problems is to have a good day at the office. But to Morgan’s Nixon, one’s past has already
determined one’s future, and there is nothing left but hatred~ bitterness, hopelessness, self-loathing, rage,
and despair, a corruption of the soul so deep as to be beyond redemption.
With Frost having bounced back from some early misadventures to score a decisive triumph, Morgan
offers a final political judgment through the lips of Reston: "Despite being buried with full honors in
1994, Richard Nixon never again held public office of any kind, nor achieved the rehabilitation he so
desperately craved. Today his name continues to be synonymous with corruption and disgrace, and his
most lasting legacy is that any political wrongdoing is immediately given the suffix ’gate.’"
Few political observers in this country would think that assessment tells anywhere near the whole story.
Rather, the Frost/Nixon interviews proved cathartic, providing Richard Nixon with the opportunity to
acknowledge his role in the Watergate coverup and confess that he had betrayed the trust of the nation.
It also gave Americans the opportunity to see him pained, contrite, and unthreatening.
True enough, Nixon never again held public office--hardly a novelty in a nonparliamentary system. But
he soon returned from his place of exile in San Clemente and took up residence in the politically brisk
environment of New York. Invitations to his dinner parties .were cherished. Over a period of 16 years he
wrote nine bestsellers, most dealing with profound questions iof national security: He spoke to
appreciative audiences. His appearances on the prestige network interview .programs became routine. He
traveled to more than 30 foreign countries. A highly regarded national security think tank in Washington
bears his name. His political advice was publicly sought by the likes of Ronald Reagan, Ross Perot, and
Bob Dole. His insights on Russia and China were received over lunch at the White House by President
George H.W. Bush and his national security adviser, Brent Scowcroft.
Yes, the term "-gate" is affixed to many a Washington scandal, but often with the help of the Nixonites
themselves, a not-entirely-convincing way’of treating alL executive, branch misconduct as no worse than
Watergate. Nixon’s striking return to public grace eventually encouraged political analysts and scholars
to take a fresh look at his presidency--in particular, his moderation on race, his effort to achieve "peace
with honor" in Vietnam, the opening to China, and his vital role in converting the South into secure
Republican terrain while putting into play white Northern ethnic voters, long a bastion of Democratic
strength.
.
Obstruction of justice and abuse of power still mar the Nixon name and record. But they are far from his
complete legacy.
Robert Zelnick, professor of journalism at Boston University and a research fellow at the Hoover,
Institution, served as executive editor of the original Nixon/Frost interviews.
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Geoff Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Geoff Shepard
Wednesday, January 07, 2009 8:51 PM
Geoff Shepard; frank@gannon.com
RE: Frost/Nixon

Updated version

From: Geoff Shepard
Sent: Tuesday, January 06, 2009 12:08 PM
To: ’frank@gannon.com’
Subject-’ Frost/Nixon
Frank--I forced myself to see the show yesterday. What a downer (although it must have been far worse for you)!
I then stayed up last night and re-read Frost’s book, I Gave Them a Sword. Here are the immediate inconsistencies:
RN payment: They neglected to mention that RN got 5600,000 plus 20% of the profits (so he had an interest in
their beinl~ ’interesting’).
¯ RN Unsettlinl~ Questions just prior to each tapinl~: The only mention in Frost’s book is RN’s question about
fornication--which he asked, not in private, but as the entire group was moving into the seatinl~ area.
¯ Openinl~ Question about destroyinl~ the tapes: It was the openinl~ question, but Brennan was informed of their
intent that morninl~--in time to alert RN
¯ RN quote, "If the President does it, it’s not illegal": Apparently said (althoush I’ll have to check the DVD itself),
but in the context of protecting other i~overnment employees from later prosecution.
¯ Brennan’s threat to ruin Frost: Had to do with editing, not with any nel~otiation over the breadth of the
Waterl~ate time limit.
¯ RN midnight phone call to Frost: No mention whatsoever. (I was told that Frost, when interviewed about the
movie, stated it never happened).
¯ Fundinl~ only 30% in place I~oinl~ into final tapin~ session.: All funding was in place rather early on--counting
about 5250,000 from Frost’s own production company. What was slow was the advertising.
¯ Italian (laceless) shoes: No mention whatsoever
¯ Brennan interruption durin~ Waterl~ate tapinl~ sel~ment: Not at all true: he held up a note sayinl~ "Let Him
Speak", but did not interrupt. It was Frost who decided to take a break. This also means the sel~ment about
Brennan cautioning RN not to speak further without careful consideration also is a fabrication. I assume all the
sel~ments about RN and his aides are without basis.
¯ RN ’Confession": It appears from quotes in Frost’s book that the movie changed some critical words. Best
example: RN does not admit to being a part of a Cover-up. I’ll have to review the DVD to document their
precise changes, but they may have changed a great deal.
¯ RN inquiry (at last meeting) of Frost’s enjoyinl~ people: No mention whatsoever. Also, since Frost’s farewell
meeting occurred before the Watergate segment was broadcast, it would have been impossible for RN to have
conl~ratulated him on winninl~.
At this point, here is my working hypothesis: The interviews ’are what they are’, but were not seen by the public as
devastatinl~ as Frost’s researchers had hoped. To ’help’, Zolnick (sp?) ghosted the substantive part of Frost’s 1977 book,
sayinl~ ’here’s the specifics of how we got him on each exchanl~e’. It is noteworthy that Frost credits Reston not at all in
his Acknowledgments section.
Reston, whose claim in the movie to have written four books about RN appears to be only two that he worked on as
junior partner to Frank Mankowitz, was not content with Frost’s version and wrote his booklet, The Conviction of

Richard Nixon, in 2007. It was not persuasive, but did attract Peter Morgan, the playwright. It’s central thesis, that
Reston alone saved the interviews through his original uncovery of the Colson tapes, figured large in the play, but the
substantive aspects were totally lost in the movie. It is of little consequence: What does come through loud and clear is
Reston’s views that (i) Frost was a real lightweight; (ii) RN was evil to his core; and (iii} Reston was the hero from the
very outset.
I know ’we’ should write some sort of rebuttal, late and ineffective as it might be, but would like to hear from you before
putting in anymore effort. It’s not that I am not willing; it’s that my ’core’ view--that the Colson tapes certainly do not
convict RN--is lost in the purely vituperative nature of the film.
Call if you wish (Cell: 610-389-5779). Happy New Year!
Geoff

GEOFFREY C. SHEPARD
40 Monument Road ¯ Bala Cynwyd, PA ¯ I9004-I797
(610)660-4408 ¯ Fax: (610)668-2074 ¯ E-maih gshepard@kbcorporate.com

May 6, 2008

Kenneth L Khachigian
Brownstein/Hyatt/Farber/Schreck
300 So. E1 Camino Real
Suite 203
San Clemente, CA 92672

Dear Ken:
Here is the official manuscript of Peter Morgan’s play, although my memory is that I
received this copy from Frank Gannon. I’m not sure if it is the London version or the one
done on Broadway, but it differs from the pages you previously sent me.

The problems occur beginning at page 80, where they say they are quoting from an
RN/Colson conversation of June 20, 1972--yet the quoted materials are clearly from the
RN/Dean conversation of March 21, 1973.
In the alternative version you sent me, the transcript also is substituted, but it is from a later
RN/Colson conversation.
It would be nice if we could get an official version of the movie script, since there may have
been further use of artistic license.
Once my book launch is over, I can devote the time to pull all this together Reston’s
misrepresentations, the changes from file actual Nixon/Frost interviews, and the differing
versions of the tape transcripts. Heck, we might even be able to convince the Nixon Project
people to find my own transcriptions of the Colson tapes!
Sincerely,

C. Shepard
Enclosure
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Geoff Shepard
From:

Geoff Shepard

Wednesday, September 19, 2007 7:41 AM
Sent:
To:
’Frank Gannon’
Subject: FW: Inquiry from Khachigian
Frank--Here is the first exchange with Ken Khachigian, but I now realize my response was in error.

..... Original Message .....
From: Geoff Shepard
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2007 3:29 PM
To: ’Kkhachlaw@aol.com’
Subject: RE: Inquiry from Khachigian
Ken--I’ve taken a look at the story you forwarded--but have nothing definitive to offer, except:
¯ While tapes certainly must exist of RN conversations with Colson, I never listened to any of them because
they were not subpoenaed by the WSPF.
¯ It is entirely possible that the tapes themselves have now been made available by NARA, but they have a
strict policy against issuing any transcripts--saying transcripts involve interpretations and the only historic
record is the tape recording itself.
¯ In any event, a claimed transcript would be immediately suspect, since there were only three ’semi-official’
versions prepared:
o The set the WH published on 4/30/74--all of which I worked on and none of which involve Colson,
o The set released by the House Judiciary Committee several months later--all of which involve John
Dean and none of which involve Colson, and
o Those specially prepared by WSPF for the Cover-up trial--again which did not involve Colson
¯ Colson became a gov’t witness rather early on. If he had any recollection of discussing a cover-up with the
President, it would have been ’writ large’ in their many efforts to stick it to him--yet it was not.
All of which suggests this is a phony story. I’d have to actually see the transcript and compare it to the tape
recording to do any sort of authentication. As you may know, the recording quality was so dismal that one could
not be certain of much of any conversation even under the best of circumstances. The ones in RN’s EOB office-typically where he might see Colson--were by far the worst of all.
I do occasionally still go to Archives II in College Park, so if you can get me the specific date, etc., I can see if
there is anything really there.

Geoff Shepard
PS: Frank Gannon and I submitted what we believe is the final version of my manuscript to Penguin at
about 4am this morning. I’d like to wait and see their reaction, but I think you will be most pleased with
how my story has evolved.

..... Original Message .....
From." Kkhachlaw@aol.com [mailto:Kkhachlaw@aol.com]
Sent= Monday, August 06, 2007 9:27 PM
To: Geoff Shepard
Subject." Inquiry from Khachigian
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Geoff:
Not sure if you’ve been following this Frost/Nixon stuff.., but you’ll see from this article how Jim Reston claims
he found an RN/Colson tape never before made public which was a "smoking gun" for the Frost interviews. You’ll
see the reference below. You’re the king of the tapes.., is he right? Was this hidden away during the turmoil of
1974, or is Reston engaged in puffery?
Ken

Kenneth L. Khachigian
Attorney at Law
300 South El Camino Real
S~it~ ~03
San Clemente, CA. 9267~
949-498-3879
Fax 498-6197
Ke~o¢th L, Kh~¢hig!an
Attorney ~t
300 ~outh El Camino Real
Su!t~ 203
San Clemente, CA. 92672
949-498-3879
Fax 498-6197

http;!!www.latimes.com/entertainment/news/tv/la-ca-frostnixon5aug05,1,6296446.sto~?coll=la-entnews-tv
From the Los Angeles Times

TELEVISION

A confrontation and a concession

How TV’s landmark Nixon-Frost interviews -- basis for a successful play and a future film -- allowed an expresident to admit shortcomings.
By Matea Gold
Los Angeles Times Staff Writer
August 5, 2007
NEW YORK -Before Monica dished to Barbara, before Mel parried with Diane, before Paris spilled to Larry, Richard Nixon faced
off against David Frost.
The encounter between the disgraced former president and the British talk show host who landed Nixon’s first postWatergate interview may not loom large for modem-day viewers jaded by claims of television exclusives. But when
the five-part interview series aired in 1977, the medium was in its golden age and Frost’s exhaustive questioning of
Nixon marked the rise of a now-familiar genre: the television confessional.
The story behind the interviews -- a tale of fierce competition for one of the biggest "gets" of all time and the
skepticism that faced the man who landed the sit-down -- inspired a treatment by writer Peter Morgan, whose play
"Frost/Nixon" is enjoying a successful run on Broadway. Later this month, production is set to begin on a film
version directed by Ron Howard, with Frank Langella and Michael Sheen reprising their stage roles as the politician
and the journalist.
The dramatic reenactments are bringing the Nixon interviews "back into people’s consciousness," said author James
Reston Jr., who worked as one of Frost’s researchers and wrote a book about the experience that came out last
month. "I think it had been very underplayed by historians of the period. I viewed it as part of the reconciliation
process in America after Vietnam and Watergate, a major piece of binding up the wounds of the nation."
In Morgan’s semi-fictionalized version, the interviews take the form of a contest between Frost’s facile charm and
Nixon’s wiles, from which Frost emerges as the victor when he extracts Nixon’s admission that he "let the American
people down?’ In fact, the former president’s aides -- conscious that he needed to show remorse to rebuild his public
image -- had also been pressing him to admit his failings on Watergate.
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"We understood the notion that if he was to have some other role in national life, other than have to explain this
nonstop, it was pretty important to do something like this," said Ken Khachigian, a former White House
speechwriter who helped Nixon prepare for the interviews.
Thirty years later, there are differing views about how much of the contrition Frost wrung from Nixon was sincere
and spontaneous. Media analyst David Tereshchuk called the former president "way ahead of his time" in his ability
to deliver an artful apology. Indeed, more than two decades earlier, Nixon had successfully used a live television
speech to defuse questions about possible illegal campaign contributions by admitting only to accepting a cocker
spaniel his daughter named Checkers.
In the Frost interviews, "he was very careful never to say anything that would really be construed as an admission of
guilt," said Tereshchuk, a veteran television journalist. (The day after the Watergate interview aired, Bob Woodward
wrote in the Washington Post that Nixon "went no further than he did in his resignation speech.")
Still, the interviews -- culled from nearly 29 hours of discussions -- were a landmark, and not only because the
Watergate program drew an audience of more than 45 million people, then a record for a news interview.
"I think the main thing it demonstrated is that television can produce history," Frost, who is releasing an updated
book about the experience this fall, said from his London office. "He went further in his mea culpa than we could
have ever hoped, and that had to do with the sheer chemistry of the interview." Now Sir David Frost, he remains a
prolific interviewer, producing weekly programs for A1 Jazeera English and Britain’s ITV.
At the time, there was intense rivalry to secure the first sit-down with Nixon, who had not spoken about Watergate
since his 1974 resignation. "A lot of people, myself included, wanted to do it," said former CBS anchor Dan Rather,
who covered the Nixon White House for the network. "It was competition at the extreme."
But Nixon, burdened by legal fees, wanted to be paid for the exclusive. The television networks had policies against
checkbook journalism, but exceptions were made: in 1975, CBS had given former Nixon Chief of Staff H.R.
Haldeman $100,000 to appear on "60 Minutes." Still, the high-profile nature ofa Nixon sit-down and the steep fee
he sought made network executives queasy.
In the end, NBC offered more than $300,000 for the interview but was outbid by Frost, a dapper British personality
who had lost his American talk show several years earlier and was eager to regain a platform in the U.S. He
promised Nixon $600,000, plus 20% of the profit -- a total estimated payday of $1 million.
But Frost was frozen out by the networks; he cobbled together his own network of 155 stations that carried the five
90-minute programs, financed through commercials from sponsors such as Weed Eater, Greyhound and Alpo.
Frost’s willingness to compensate Nixon, combined with his reputation as a showbiz interviewer, fed a sense of
doubt about whether he was up to the task. "David was described in words almost making him part of the
conspiracy, as an actor, a talk show personality, rather than a hard-nosed journalist," said Robert Zelnick, a onetime
correspondent for National Public Radio recruited to join Frost’s team.
Zelnick was initially wary of the endeavor, but Frost’s producer, John Birt, promised it would be a "top-flight
enterprise." He and Reston, the co-author of a book about Watergate, and freelance writer Phil Stanford worked for
months out of a rented house in Georgetown, assembling detailed briefing books on Nixon’s record.
The research paid off when Reston stumbled upon never-before-published transcripts_ of conversations
between Nixon and Watergate conspirator Charles Colson. In them, the president discussed a cover-up -- six
weeks before he had previously said he knew one existed. (In Morgan’s play, the transcripts are dramatically
found days before the Watcrgate sessions.)
Across the country at Nixon’s San Clemente compound, Khachigian and former White House press aide Diane
Sawyer were compiling their own briefing books, ones that Nixon reviewed extensively in preparation for the
interviews. (Sawyer, who declined to discuss her role in the project, got a job afterward in the Washington bureau of
CBS News with the help of Zelnick, who later worked with her at ABC.)
The former president’s aides had some apprehensions about the sit-downs. "Nixon was very good at these things, but
we didn’t know what Frost was going to be like," said Frank Gannon, a special assistant to Nixon in the White
House who organized the research and writing of Nixon’s memoirs.
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As the date drew close for the interviews, held at a private home in Laguna Beach, Frost’s team was confident. "We
felt that he was as well prepared as if he had been a prominent prosecutor handling the trial of Richard Nixon,"
Zelnick said.
But many of the early sessions went badly. Nixon filibustered about his foreign and domestic achievements, and
Frost often let him ramble on. The interviewer’s staff grew anxious: Would he be able to hold his own on
Watergate?
Meanwhile, Nixon’s aides were debating how far the former president should go in his admissions. Khachigian
argued for a limited expression of remorse, while Gannon and Sawyer believed the former president had to come
clean about his misdeeds. "He had become so caught up in his own case and his frustrations, I thought he had lost
some touch with the impact Watergate had had on the country," Gannon said. "It was important for him to be
human."
But as they began the first of two sessions devoted to Watergate, no one knew what Nixon would say.
From the beginning, Frost was in full prosecutorial mode. He pummeled Nixon with his own words, quotin~g
from the newly found transcripts of his conversations with Colson and other damaging excerpts from the
White House tapes. The former president appeared flummoxed at times but largely stuck to his defenses.
Two days later, when they met for their final interview on the topic, Nixon showed up late for the first time. "He
looked haunted and hunted, rather in the way he had looked at the time the original crisis was taking place," Frost
recalled.

As they spoke, Nixon offered a carefully worded acknowledgment that he made mistakes "of the heart." But he
wouldn’t go any further. Jack Brennan, the former president’s chief of staff, was convinced that Nixon would be
more forthcoming if Frost backed off. He held up a note off-camera that read "Let him talk."
Frost, however, thought the note read, "Let us talk." He halted the interview, saying they needed to change tapes.
During the break, Brennan conversed privately with Nixon, and when he returned, he told Frost that the president
knew he had to say more.
"This is where David’s instinct as a performer was consummate and compelling," Reston said. "Frost suddenly
ceased to be the inquisitor and became the father confessor."
The interviewer threw aside his clipboard, leaned forward in his seat and prodded Nixon to own up to his
wrongdoings and apologize, adding that if he didn’t, "you’re going to be haunted for the rest of your life."
Slowly, the former president admitted that he had "said things that were not true." He disputed the notion that he
committed any crimes but admitted that a "reasonable person" could call his actions a cover-up. He acknowledged
that he failed to meet his responsibilities to enforce the nation’s laws.
"I brought myself down," Nixon said. "I gave ’em a sword. And they stuck it in, and they twisted it with relish.
"I let down the country. I let down our system of government and the dreams of all those young people that ought to
get into government, but think it’s all too corrupt and the rest. I have to carry that burden with me for the rest of my
life."
Afterward, Nixon’s aides were relieved. "He had finally said something about Watergate that made sense to people,"
Gannon said. "He addressed the emotional truth of it."
For their part, Frost and his team were jubilant -- they had gotten Nixon to own up to misdeeds, if not crimes.
"People were borderline tears and ecstasy," said Zelnick, who later stripped to his boxer shorts and ran into the
Pacific Ocean in celebration.
The interviews drew substantial attention when they aired, with Time and Newsweek both running cover stories
about Nixon’s Watergate remarks. They were an apt bookend for a period in which television proved itself a potent
force in spotlighting malfeasance that emerged during the Army-McCarthy hearings and Watergate investigations.
"Television started to grow up with people getting confronted by their alleged wrongdoings on camera," Zelnick
said. "It became a factor in American life."
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Geoff Shepard
From:
Sent:

Geoff Shepard
Wednesday, September 19, 2007 7:41 AM

To:
’Frank Gannon’
Subject: FW: Colson Tapes
Contacts: Martha Murphy
Frank--Here is the second exchange of e-mails, which includes my current theory of what might have happened.
Geoff
..... Original Message .....
From: Geoff Shepard
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2007 9:05 AM
To: ’Kenneth L Khachigian (KidKhac@aol.com)’
Subject: Colson Tapes
KenwThank you for sending the full background materials on the Colson tape transcripts. It certainly jarred my
own recollections.
As you can see from below, I have a slightly different theory of what happened--which I am hoping to confirm
during this Thursday’s visit to Archives I1. In essence, if there were Colson conversations included within the 64
subpoenaed tapes, then we should already have published transcripts. That was, after all, what I did right after
we announced we would comply with the Supreme Court’s decision.
The first one I did--at Buzhardt’s direction--was the smoking gun transcript and I was keying off his conclusion
that it was fatal--and I was in sort of a fog after that. I now have a much great understanding of the context of
that particular tape and believe their intent was only to protect the identities of pre-April 7th Democratic donors.
John Dean’s intent, already running a cover-up on his and CRP’s behalf, was far different.
I’ll let you know.
Geoff

..... Original Message .....
From= Geoff Shepard
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2007 8:56 AM
To: ’Martha Murphy (martha.murphy@nara.gov)’
Subject: 9/20 Visit

Martha-Summer’s over, there’s a touch of fall in the air, and I’m planning to visit Archives
II this Thursday, September 20th.
I confess I’ve sort of lost track of what all I want to see--mainly because we
moved last month and all my files got skillfully packed along with everything else.
In any event, my best recollection is the following:
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¯ GAO union referrals
o Box 1: United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum & Plastic Workers;
Amalgamated Meat Cutters & Butcher Workmen; IBEW- COPE; and
Miscellaneous memoranda.
o Box 46a: Bricklayer Int’l Union
¯ Other requested files on George H. W. Bush, Howard Baker and the John
Connolly prosecution memo of June 7, 1974.
¯ Again to see the files on Nelson Rockefeller, Jerry Ford, and Bob Dole
Two other items came up recently and I haven’t put in FOIA requests, but I hope
the materials are already publicly available:
64 tape subpoena: David Frost claims in his 1978 book (~ave them a
sword", behind the scenes of the Nixon interviews), now being made into a
play, that tapes of three RN/Colson conversations were included in the WSPF
subpoena for 64 tapes (June 20, 1972, February 13 and 14, 1973) and that
his researcher got access to transcripts of those tapes that were prepared by
WSPF for use at the Cover-up trial--but never actually introduced.
Supposedly, this is a great scoop that really caught RN off guard in the
interviews.
I cannot recall with any specifics which 64 conversations were subpoenaed,
but I believe we (the Nixon WH) released transcripts of subpoenaed tapes
within about two weeks of the Supreme Court’s decision--in conjunction with
turning the tapes themselves over to Judge Sirica. The one conversation I
do remember with great alacrity was the June 23rd ’smoking gun’ tape and
transcript.
I’d like to confirm (i) whether any Colson conversations were covered by the
64 tape subpoena; (ii) whether the Nixon WH released transcripts of all
those tapes and thus (iii) whether what Frost’s researcher supposedly
uncovered in the Court records had not already been publicly released.
Ervin Hearings Transcripts: I believe that John Powers once had a full set of
the Ervin Hearings. If so (or one is otherwise available), I’d really like to see
Roy Sheppard’s testimony, as well as that of Bruce Kehrli.
Thanks! See you Thursday
Geoff Shepard
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Geoff Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Geoff Shepard
Wednesday, September 19, 2007 7:41 AM
’Frank Gannon’
FW: Frost Interview

Frank--Here is the third-and most recent-e-mail exchange on the Reston/Colson tape
question.
Geoff
..... Original Message .....
From: Timothy Naftali [mailto:Timothy.Naftali@nara.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 3:13 PM
To: Geoff Shepard
Cc: revjht@msn.com; Paul Musgrave
Subject: Re: Frost Interview
Dear Geoff,
The interviews with Rumsfeld and Malek went very well. Both men were gracious in gviving
us 90 minutes (each) of their time.
We don’t have any researchers ~n staff but I will ask some of our student interns in Yorba
Linda to see what they can dig up on the subpoenaed conversations. [The archivists stick
to researching our collection].
In the meantime~I’d check Stanley Kutler to see what was included in the AOGP release in
the early 1990s (to determine what is open) and Reston’s new book. I’ll try to take a
moment tomorrow (I’ll by at College Park) to dig around.
Best,
Tim.
Timothy Naftali
Director,
Richard Nixon
Presidential Library and Museum
>>> "Geoff Shepard" <gshepard@kbcorporate.com> 09/18/07 11:28 AM >>>
Tim-I have been asked to do some research into Reston’s claim to have ’discovered’ certain
RN/Colson tape transcripts in the US v Mitchell court records.

Here’s what I know:

David Frost claims in his 1978 book ("I gave them a sword", behind the scenes of the Nixon
interviews), now being made into a play, that tapes of three RN/Colson conversations were
included in the WSPF subpoena for 64 tapes (June 20, 1972, February 13 and 14, 1973) and
that Reston, his researcher, got access to transcripts of those tapes that were prepared
by WSPF for use at the Cover-up trial--but never actually introduced. Supposedly, this is
a great scoop that really caught RN off guard in the interviews.

I cannot recall with any specifics which 64 conversations were subpoenaed, but am rather
certain that we (the Nixon WH) released transcripts of all subpoenaed tapes not previously
released on August 5, 1974-shortly after the Supreme Court’s decision of July 24th and in
1

conjunction with turning the tapes themselves over to Judge Sirica.

The folks running the WSPF files at Archives II cannot locate the WH release of August 5-and have recommended I check with you to see if it is in the Nixon materials. They did
confirm the Colson conversation of 2/13 was introduced as Exhibit 5 and that of 2/14 as
Exhibit 6, so there is no great discovery there-but I would like to compare the
transcripts and see if they simply used ours.

Thus, I’d like to confirm (i) whether any Colson conversations were covered by the 64 tape
subpoena; (ii) whether the Nixon WH released transcripts of all those tapes and thus (iii)
whether what Reston supposedly uncovered in the Court records had already been publicly
released.

Thanks in advance for your assistance!

Geoff

September 7. 2007
Geoff:
Here’s my original inquiry and your response.
I’ve enclosed a few items.
The first is from the LATimes article reprising how Reston’s
"resourcefulness" discovered a hitherto unknown tape.
The second is the line from the play indicating how Reston "discovered"
the new Colson tape.
The Third includes pages from Frost’s book with more detail.., claiming
that the Colson transcripts, June 20, Feb. 13 and Feb. 14 were in the 64 that
Jaworski subpoenaed.., not used in the trial but "through oversight had been
preserved as part of the public record."
As noted in the Frost book... Reston "perused" these at the Federal
Courthouse in September of 1975.
There are further questions as to whether these Colson tapes were
"preserved as a part of the public record," or whether the WSPF sneake these to
Reston after the trials..
Anyway, much to chew on... and, if these weren’t a part of the public
record, will add more grist for your book: rogue prosecutors leaking non-public
tapes to Reston.
All best,
Ken

aolrich://8647311065/

IDate:
IFrom:

Tuesday, September 4, 2007 12:29:44 PM
gshepard@kbcorporate.com

Ken--I’ve taken a look at the story you forwarded--but have nothing definitive to offer, except:
¯ While tapes certainly must exist of RN conversations with Colson, I never listened to any of them
because they were not subpoenaed by the WSPF.
¯ It is entirely possible that the tapes themselves have now been made available by NARA, but they
have a strict policy against issuing any transcripts--saying transcripts involve interpretations and the
only historic record is the tape recording itself.
¯ In any event, a claimed transcript would be immediately suspect, since there were only three
’semi-official’ versions prepared:
¯ The set the WH published on 4/30/74--all of which I worked on and none of which involve
Colson,
¯ The set released by the House Judiciary Committee several months later--all of which involve
John Dean and none of which involve Colson, and
¯ Those specially prepared by WSPF for the Cover-up trial--again which did not involve Colson
¯ Colson became a gov’t witness rather early on. If he had any recollection of discussing a cover-up
with the President, it would have been ’writ large’ in their many efforts to stick it to him--yet it was not.
All of which suggests this is a phony story. I’d have to actually see the transcript and compare it to the
tape recording to do any sort of authentication. As you may know, the recording quality was so dismal that
one could not be certain of much of any conversation even under the best of circumstances. The ones in
RN’s EOB office--typically where he might see Colson--were by far the worst of all.
I do occasionally still go to Archives II in College Park, so if you can get me the specific date, etc., I can
see if there is anything really there.

Geoff Shepard
PS: Frank Gannon and I submitted what we believe is the final version of my manuscript to Penguin at
about 4am this morning. I’d like to wait and see their reaction, but I think you will be most pleased with
how my story has evolved.

..... Original Message .....
From: Kkhachlaw@aol.com [mailto:Kkhachlaw@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 9:27 PM
To: Geoff Shepard
Subject: Inquiry from Khachigian

Geoff:
Not sure if you’ve been following this Frost/Nixon stuff.., but you’ll see from this article
how Jim Reston claims he found an RN/Colson tape never before made public which was a
"smoking gun" for the Frost interviews. You’ll see the reference below. You’re the king of the
tapes.., is he right? Was this hidden away during the turmoil of 1974, or is Reston engaged in
puffery?

1 of 6

9/7/07 5: I 1 PM

as an actor, a talk show personality, rather than a hard-nosed journalist," said
Robert Zelnick, a onetime correspondent for National Public Radio recruited to
join Frost’s team.
Zelnick was initially wary of the endeavor, but Frost’s producer, John Birt,
promised it would be a "top-flight enterprise." He and Reston, the co-author of
a book about Watergate, and freelance writer Phil Stanford worked for months
out of a rented house in Georgetown, assembling detailed briefing books on
Nixon’s record.
The research paid off when Reston stumbled upon never-__b~efor_qELgLL~u~bli~_~ed
tra_nscripts of. ...conversati_~o.ns be_twe_~en N~ixon and Watergate c~2.n..s_£irator
Charles Colson. In them, the president discussed a cov~er_£~ -- six weeks
be-fore_he h d~_sly said he knew one existed. (In Morgan’s play, the
transcripts are dramatically found days before the Watergate sessions.)
Across the country at Nixon’s San Clemente compound, Khachigian and
former White House press aide Diane Sawyer were compiling their own briefing
books, ones that Nixon reviewed extensively in preparation for the interviews.
(Sawyer, who declined to discuss her role in the project, got a job afterward in
the Washington bureau of CBS News with the help of Zelnick, who later worked
with her at ABC.)
The former president’s aides had some apprehensions about the sit-downs.
"Nixon was very good at these things, but we didn’t know what Frost was
going to be like," said Frank Gannon, a special assistant to Nixon in the White
House who organized the research and writing of Nixon’s memoirs.
As the date drew close for the interviews, held at a private home in Laguna
Beach, Frost’s team was confident. "We felt that he was as well prepared as if
he had been a prominent prosecutor handling the trial of Richard Nixon,"
Zelnick said.
But many of the early sessions went badly. Nixon filibustered about his foreign
and domestic achievements, and Frost often let him ramble on. The
interviewer’s staff grew anxious: Would he be able to hold his own on
Watergate?
Meanwhile, Nixon’s aides were debating how far the former president should
8/24/07
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FROST/NIXON
A play by
Peter Morgan

"/8.

NIXON
One, two, three, four, five..

BRENNAN
Sanchez dressed the President in his trademark dark blue suit, then
accompanied him to his car. The President got in the back along with Ray
Price his speechwriter. Diane Sawyer, Frank Gannon, Ken Kachigian and I
followed in the second car.
BLACKOUT
SCENE NINETEEN
ZELNICK steps into the spotlight, addresses the
audience..
ZELNICK
April 13th, 1977.6.45. David wakes up in the hotel, and orders room service
of coffee, fresh fruit and a bagel. He showers, then on his way back into the
room, finds a package which had been slipped under his door;
FROST bends down, and picks up a large brown
envelope. He opens it, to find it’s filled with papers..
RESTON
I’d put it there - because l hadn’t got back in time from Washington to give it
to him in person. It had happened almost by accident. Back seeing my family
over Easter, on the Saturday afternoon, I hadn’t been abl~ to re, sist taking a
fiaal look at the transcripts of the White-House tape~;~ I went to the Federal
Court House ~nd, on a hunch, asked for everything prior to the meeting with
H~deman onihe23rd, the famous "smokinl~,gun" date th~was
evidence of Nixon’s involvement in the cover-up. Then, after a couple of
fruitless hours, among the mountains of evidence, so .mething caught my ey_~. I,t ~N
was the transcripl of a meeting with Charles C?l~o~’ i fli~£d my eye~ver it- /,f
ttie_n,~en 1 rea!ised what i_was reading : 1 sat down- rand made myself start
again. And again. And again. Because if it said what ] thought it said..
)
BIRT walks on, checking his watch..
B1RT
It’s 8.30. Where’s David?

83.

NIXON is clearly rattled now. Begins perspiring. He
reaches for the handkerchief beside the table..
BRENNAN
t was at that moment..that ] realised..the situation had suddenly become
serious.
Back in the interview..
FROST
..and looking over the~lranscript of J.._une 20th, in this one conversation alone,
there in black and white, 1 picked out..

FROST reads from a clipboard..
FROST
One, "You could get a million dollars and you could get it in cash. I know
where it could be gotten". Two, "Your major guy to keep under control is
Hunt". Three, "Don’t we have to handle the Hunt situation?" Four, "Get the
million bucks. It would seem to me that would be worthwhile."
N1XON’s head visibly jolts back with the impact of the
accusations. His shoulders slump. He seems to implode..
FROST
Five, "Don’t you agree that you’d better get the Hunt thing going?" Six, "First
you’ve got the Hunt problem. That ought to be handled." Seven., "The money
can be provided. Ehlichman could provide the way to deliver it. That could be
done." E_~g_h3, "We’ve not choice with Hunt but the $120,000, or whatever it
is, right?" Nine, "Christ, turn over any cash we’ve got."

FROST looks up at NIXON..
FROST
Now, it seems to me, that someone running a cover-up couldn’t have
expressed it more clearly than that. Could they.’?
NIXON is clearly disoriented, wounded..

NIXON
Let me stop you right there. You’re doing something here which I am not
doing, and 1 will not do throughout these broadcasts. You were quoting me
there, out of contexl, oul of order..

"’1 GAVE
THEM A
SWORD"
BEHIND THE SCENES OF
THE NIXON INTERVIEWS
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SEPTEMBER HAD BEEN AN ACTIVE MONTH FOR THE PROJECT ALL

around.
In Washington, Jim Reston’s combination of original research
and consultation with experts provided us with an enormous dividend: fresh evidence in the most thoroughly raked over case in
the history of the United States.
- e tember with Reston oe_ru~i~n~!he Water,ate
nco------¯
a .............
Leafing~’-th_e pr~~_bt.s_,
h~~..u~°n~
ve~-~ and Charles ~_o.!~9_n__d_~~., 9 2,
just t
ter the break-i
after t NixonHaldeman conversation that was later s~ected to eighteen and
a half mmutes of manual erasure.
E~tion, Nixon tells Colson, "If we didn’t know
better, we would have thought it was deliberately botched."
Moments later, Colson remarks, "Bob is pulling it all together.
Thus far I think we’ve done the right things to date." A page or so
later, this exchange occurs:
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NixoN: Basically, they’re all pretty hard-line guys.
"~
COLSON: You mean, H, unt?
[
NixoN: Of course, we re just going to leave this where it is, with the
Cubans... at times I just stonewall it.
[
inally the President concludes,"’’We ve got to have lawyers smar, t
enough to~e delay, avoiding deposi"fions ~-.", that s
one- possibility.’ .............
-On its face, ~,eston though,,t, the transcrip~ is damning. Three
full days before the so-called smoking pistol’ tape, here is Nixon
showing considerable familiarity with the operation, knowing
about the involvement of Hunt and already talking of "stonewalling," leaving it with the Cubans, delaying, thankful that those
arrested were "hard-line guys." Strange that the tape had not
figured more prominently in the public case against Nixon.
Reston read on, past the more familiar transcripts of June 23,
September 15, January 8 and others. Then another Nixon-Colson
exhibit, Februar~And here i~-~ixon"_sp’eak~’n~:"~hen
Ir~m sp.ea’kin~~e ~hol~- o~r~t of .-.-~-of
tl’ie election; this tremendous mvestx~atxon rests unless one of the
seven begins to talk; that’s t~L~/$.l~m."
g~ Reston stared at the transcript. Here again was Nixon
prior to his much trumpeted March 21 conversation with John
Dean, talking like the veritable mastermind of the cover-up. And
again, no one had seen fit to cite the conversation as evidence of
his role in the conspiracy.
But for Reston, ~_.F_~e_bruary 14 N.N~ix_.9.on-Colson conversation was
the clincher. Jim had oecome so-m~-l~ing-~-~n-Al~~
~h his work on earlier Nixon books and our own project.
Now here was Nixon recalling that case with his political crony
Colson.
NIXON: Hiss was a traitor. It was a cover-up.
COLSON: Yeah.
NIxoN: A cover-up is the main ingredient.
COLSON: That’s the problem . . .
NtxoN: That’s where we gotta cut our losses. My losses are to be cut.
The President’s losses gotta be cut on the cover-up deal.
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BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE NIXON INTERVIEWS

Reston knew he might have overlooked or forgotten the earlier
material. But the Hiss reference, the incredible Nixon propensity
recognizing one minute that, like Hiss, his own vullay with the cover-up rather than with any initial culpability, and then proceeding like an addict with more of the
¢0ver-up-this Reston would not have forgotten. Not if it had ever
been published before. No. This evidence had to be new.
Reston’s intuitions w~ confirmed by_sources on the old
$1~,ctal-Prosecutor s _st_~. Yes, the transcripts he had ~en
among the sixty-four subpoenaed by’ Leon_J_a.~o~skl. S’ince._~.ixon
was not imse f a e en ant, t e~i~gal justification for thg._subpoen~a~_.p s were nee e to prepare for the l~rosecuti0n of those under indictment, including Colson. BuA...subxet~uent
to the subpoena, Colson had "copped a plea," pleading guilt- " "" - y to
a/~’f3~-~i-~’~’qhg out of his role in the Ellsberg case. In exchange,
the Watergate charges against him were dropped. And while
marked as exhibits and circulated among t,he va_rious
the accused, the tapes were never introduced at the cover-u
it was
the, had been
record. Reston’s was the best kind
_.. pe_.ed not throu,gh a leak or i~_breach of_ ethics on anyone’s part,
but through his owo ~heer .sb,~o-lo~the-~_ diligence. We could onl,
hope that no one else would follow in Reston’s footsteps before
we could confront Nixon with his discoveries.
Jim, incidentally, also managed to do some productive digging
over at the National Archives. It seemed that on August 8, 1974,
his last full day in office, Nixon had had the presence of mind to
write Chief Archivist Arthur J. Sampson, revoking a provision in
his earlier bequest of vice-presidential papers which would have
opened them to public inspection three years after his leaving
office, and providing instead that prior to 1985 no one was to gain
access without Nixon’s personal approval. At the same time, Jim
discovered that Nixon aides were busily visiting the Republican
National Committee, and taking away every bit of Nixon film
footage that the Committee Library had on hand. Alas, we never
found a pertinent time to raise these historical footnotes with the
59
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Surprisingly, Nixon sought to use so sparse a record to "knock
down one of the most outrageous stories that have ever been published"-that he or his agents erased eighteen-and-a-half minutes of
the conversation because it was incriminating.
I took an instant decision. Nixon was clearly eager to deal with the
eighteen-and-a-half-minute gap. And from the outset we had known
that the question of intentional tape erasure was not one of those
which could be proved but was one which had to be asked. I now
felt that it might be useful to test Nixon out on an issue important
enough to require us both to bear down, but not of central
importance in terms of establishing his role in the cover-up conspiracy. The next few minutes on the subject of the eighteen-anda-halbminute gap and the selection of Senator John Stennis as the
man to authenticate the tapes were thus extremely valuable to me
in terms of defining the ways in which I could be firm and where
necessary interrupt, without sounding rude. They yielded no particular gems for posterity, but I was testing both Richard Nixon
and myself, learning that I could press him as closely or as pointedly
as I needed to, and learning that I could challenge him on a point
of credibility quite directly: "When you put that fact, that body
of evidence, together with the fact that the eighteen and a half minutes that happened to be erased was the first recorded conversation
between the two of you about Watergate-you’re asking us to take
an awful !or on trust, aren’t you?" Some important bridges had, in
short, been crossed. The outcome, however, would depend on what
happened when we engaged our main units. I decided that moment
had come and said, "Let’s come back to the timetable . . ."
I summarized for Nixon the highlights of his June 20 discussion
with Colson, one of the conversations which-thanks to Jim’s research-Nixon did not know we had. I recalled for him the talk
of "pulling it all together," and doing "the right things to date,"
of all the arrested men being "pretty hard-line guys" and of leaving
it "with the Cubans," or "stonewalling it" and Nixon’s incautious
remark, "If we didn’t know better we would have thought the
whole thing was deliberately botched."
Nixon’s face became taut. It was a crucial moment. Suddenly I
was showing material he didn’t know was in our arsenal.
221
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Still, he dismissed the new evidence as unimportant. He would
not challenge the fact that between June 20 and 23, he learned
of the possible involvement of Hunt and Liddy, in addition to the
five arrested burglars.
But the important thing was not what he knew, but what his
motive was. "My motive was, in everything I was saying or certainly thinking at the time, ah . . . ah, was not to try to cover up
criminal action . . . but to be sure that as far as any slip-over-or,
should I say, slop-over--I think wohld be a better word, any slopover in a way that would damage innocent people or blow it into
political proportions, it was that that I certainly wanted to avoid."
Nixon went on to list a few items of potential political concern
to himself--.,the D.N.C. civil suit against CREEP growing out of
the break-in, some of the allegations starting to surface against
Rebozo--but, as far as I was concerned, he was on the threshold of
a critical legal admission. Unless our assessment of the law was
100 percent erroneous, whatever motives may have lurked within
his heart were utterly irrelevant. If, three days later, he took action
to shield a man he knew to be guilty, he then became a willing
member of a criminal conspiracy to obstruct justice.
NIxoN: In other words, we were trying to politically contain it . . .
FRosa-: And you knew about Liddy on the twenty-first or twentysecond?
NixoN: I learned about Liddy, yes, on the twenty-first or twenty.
second.
FRos’r: Is that why you raised his name in the conversation on the
twenty-third? You had obviously heard about Liddy?
N~xo~: Right. Right.
Nixon denied, however, that he had learned enough to believe that
Mitchell was criminally involved. He had talked to Mitchell on the
twentieth. Mitchell had apologized for "not policing the people in
my organization as well as I should have."
Nixon said he took that as an indication that the burglary had
been perpetrated without Mitchell’s authorization or approval. He
did not think Mitchell was criminally implicated. "I didn’t believe
it. I didn’t believe that Mitchell could possibly--I thought he was
222
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NIXON
One, two, three, four, five..

BRENNAN
Sanchez dressed the President in his trademark dark blue suit, then
accompanied him to his car. The President got in the back along with Ray
Price his speechwriter. Diane Sawyer, Frank Gannon, Ken Kachigian and I
followed in the second car.
BLACKOUT
SCENE NINETEEN

ZELNICK steps into the spotlight, addresses the
audience..

ZELNI CK
April 13th. 1977.6.45. David wakes up in the hotel, and orders room service
of coffee, fresh fruit and a bagel. He showers, then on his way back into the
room, fi.__nds,, .,.a passage w~hich had been,.~liooed u_nde~r .his door;
FROST bends down, and picks up a large brown__.
~ He opens it, to find it,s filled with oapers..
RESTON
I’d put it there - because I hadn’t got back in time from Washington to give
to him in person. It had happened almost by accident. Back seeing my family
over Easter, on the Saturday afternoon, I hadnq been able to resist taking a
final look at the transcripts of the White House tapes. 1 went to the Federal
Court House and, on a hunch, asked for everything prior to the meeting with
Haldeman on the 23rd, the famous "smoking gun" date that everyone felt was
evidence of Nixon’s involvement in the cover-up. Then, after a couple of
fruitless hours, among the mountains of evidence, something caught my eye. It
was the transcript of a meeting with Char)es Colson. 1 flicked my eyes over it then, ,when I realised what l was reading - l sat down - and made myself start
again. And again. And again. Because if it said what I thought it said..
B1RT walks on, checking his walch..

BI RT
It’s 8.30. Where’s David?

FROST
It was being delivered on the tops of phone booths with aliases and at airports
by people with gloves on. That’s not normally the way lawyers’ fees are
delivered.
JIM RESTON steps into the spotlight..
RESTON
Bob Haldeman and John Ehr}iehman - Nixon’s two closest aides - had put
together a hush fund to silence the five burglars led by E Howard Hunt - a
former CIA operative - and both had gone to jail for their part in the
obstruclion of justice. But until now - no one had been able to place Nixon in
knowledge of or complicity with the pay offs. ~rhat_was the b~e, auty off_the
Ju_p_ne..2_0th ,t,ranscript I h,a,,d, found in Washinl~ton- it_left y.0.u i.n no doubt
Back in the interview..
FROST

..and if you examine the transcripts, there one_sconve~s~tig,n with Charle, s
Colson in particular, which I don’t think has ever been published..
NIXON is thrown..
N1XON

It hasn’t been published you say?
FROST
No, but one of my... researchers found, it in Washingt,on. Where il’s available to)
anyone who consults the records..

-

NIXON
Oh, I just wondered if we’d seen it..
FROST
More than see..__n.n it, Mr President, you ~ the actual words. It’s, where you
say..’q’his whole investigation rests unless one of the seven begins to talk.
That’s the problem."
N1XON’s face visibly jolts. As if from a jab.

NIXON
Well, what do we mean by ’one of the seven beginning to talk?’..

.Sep ~2 O? ll:21a
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NIXON is clearly rattled now. Begins perspiring. He
reaches for the handkerchief beside the table..
BRENNAN
t was at thai moment_that I realised..the situation had suddenly become
;erious.

Back in the interview..
FROST
..and l.ooking over the transcript of June 20th, in this one conversation alone,
there in’ bl~ck’a’nd’~hii~, 1 picked ~Ut.~ .... FROST reads from a clipboard.,

FROST
..Qg¢., "You could get a million dollars and you could gel it in cash. 1 know
where it could be gotten". Two, "Your major guy to keep under control is
Hunt". Thre____.~e, "Don’t we have to handle lhe Hunt situation?" Four, "Get the
million bucks. It would seem to me that would be worthwhile.’"
NIXON’s head visibly jolts back with the impact of the
accusations. His shoulders slump. He seems Io implode..
FROST
Five, "Don’t you agree thai you’d better get the Hunt thing going?" S.~_~., "First
you’ve got the Hunt problem. That ought to be handled." v_S_C_y.g~ "The money
can be provided, Ehlichman could provide the way to deliver it. That could be
done." Ei_Lghl, "We’ve not choice with Hunt but the $120,000, or whatever il
is, right?" Nine, "Christ, turn over any cash we’ve got."

FROST looks up at NIXON..

fROST.
Now, it seems Io me, that someone running a cover-up couldn’t have
expressed il more clearly lhan lhat. Could they?
NIXON is clearly disoriented, wounded..
NIXON
Le~ me slop you right there. You’re doing something here which I am not
doing, and 1 will not do throughout these broadcasts. You were quoting me
there, out of conlexl, out of order..

